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Increasing market competition forces firms to improve profitability, and
outsourcing and partnership contracts are some of the essential means of pursuing
cost efficiency. Comparing the profitability of alternative contracting strategies,
however, is a difficult managerial decision-making problem.

The primary aim of the study is to develop a framework for analysing the
total profitability of alternative contracting strategies. This framework attempts to
capture the relationship between the costs and performance of alternative
contracting strategies as well as to provide normative results to support
managerial decision-making.

The thesis is based on three main elements. First, an extensive literature study
is made of measuring cost structures and performance in the paper industry,
followed by a discussion of paper industry development trends and the resulting
effects on contracting strategies. On the basis of this study, a framework to model
costs and performance of alternative contracting strategies is constructed. Second,
the accuracy and reliability of the developed framework is validated with
empirical data of Finnish paper companies. Third, the usefulness of the model is
tested by means of an imagined, real-like managerial decision-making process in
which the profitability of three different contracting strategies to implement paper
production is compared.

The contribution of the thesis can be divided into two elements. First, the
constructed modelling framework reveals the effects of the performance and costs
of production inputs on total profitability in alternative contracting strategies.
Second, the results of the thesis challenge practitioners and scholars to work
towards unification of predominant theories regarding the measuring of total
profitability instead of fine-tuning only parts of the measuring process. These two
elements might also imply new business opportunities for able firms.

On the basis of the discussion in this work, a few potential research
questions can be formulated for future studies. First, developing the introduced
model further and unifying central microeconomic theories with it remains as the
main direction for future research. Second, the modelling framework should be
further tested in real-world decision-making situations as the empirical validation
results suggest that the model gives quite realistic results.
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Preface

To be educated, a person doesn't have to know much or be informed, but he or she does
have to have been exposed vulnerably to the transformative events of an engaged human
life.

- Thomas More

Intellectual curiosity has spurred me on my whole life. I owe gratitude for this
mindset to my mother Marja-Liisa and my late father Reino as they have
supported and encouraged me to pursue in life whatever I consider worthwhile.

I feel privileged for being involved with so many different projects and firms
during my career. These appointments have guided me during my career by
offering new challenges, thus inspiring me to carry on with my studies in new
disciplines and to look at the world from different viewpoints.

Uncountable number of people has given their contribution to this research. I
would like to express my gratitude to my supervisor Professor Erkki Uusi-Rauva,
Dr. Petri Suomala, and everyone at Department of Industrial Management for
their guidance and support on the path of management research. I am indebted to
Jari Vähäpesola, Senior Vice President of Metso Paper for letting me prepare this
thesis among other duties. I also wish to express my gratitude to Jari
Hangasluoma of UPM-Kymmene Corporation, Ilkka Lumme and Esko Vörgren
of M-real Corporation and Dr. Christian Behnke of Myllykoski Continental for
their valuable comments and time in discussing paper industry practices and
model validation tests with me. Without Your involvement this work could not
have been built on as solid basis as it is now.

The pre-examiners of the work, Docent, Dr. Jyrki Ahola (Senior Advisor
(ret.), UPM-Kymmene GHO Finance) and Docent, Dr. Kari Komonen (Chief
Research Scientist, VTT Technical Research Center of Finland) have helped me
significantly in developing the manuscript with their valuable comments. I am
thankful for their involvement and helpful advice.

Listing of all the people who contributed to this work would be impossible.
All of my former colleagues at Metso Paper have given me support by sparring
me during the writing process, but my closest colleagues and friends Marko
Kinnunen, Vesa Kuusio, Mika Uusitalo and Timo Vuorimies made this quest
enjoyable and even fun.

Finally; Tuuli – thank you for everything.

Järvenpää, Finland
August 8, 2008

JJuha-Pekka Koskinen
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1.1.  Fundamental Processes and Machines in Paper-making

Paper production requires a wide spectrum of activities (Britt 1964), as Figure 1-1
illustrates. Forest management constitutes the basis for all forestry end products,
such as paper and cardboard. Geographic limitations strongly affect the supply of
raw material and thus have a direct effect on the end product costs. Further on,
harvesters are needed to collect the wood from the forest and the delivery of raw
materials for further processing is accomplished using logistics services. Further
processing of raw materials utilises specialised machinery to produce products
such as pulp and timber, which are further used as inputs for other products with
higher added value. Pulp, chemicals and water are the main inputs for paper,
cardboard and board production.

Figure 1-1. Chart of forest cluster products, assets, activities and firms. Functions
coloured in red are discussed in more detail in the thesis.

Paper production is a delicate business. Despite the seemingly straightforward
processes and machines, it takes several years of experience to manage the
necessary functions in order to set up a single production line efficiently. Quite
extensive infrastructure, such as waste management, factory buildings and roads,
are needed to facilitate paper production at the paper mill. Figure 1-2 illustrates
practically all paper-making related machines, including wood handling,
chemical and mechanical pulping, stock preparation, recycled fibre, paper/
board/ tissue machines and finishing machines.
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Figure 1-2. Characterisation of a paper mill (KnowPap 8.0 2006).

Pulp, chemicals and other raw materials play an essential role in the paper-
making process. Deviations in the quality of these production inputs have a strong
impact on the paper quality as well as on paper production line runnability and
maintainability. The actual paper-making process at the paper mill begins with
stock preparation and ends at the finishing section, as Figure 1-3 illustrates.

Figure 1-3. Paper-making main process (KnowPap 8.0 2006). The red arrows indicate
the direction of the paper-making main process: stock preparation, water systems
and broke collection (1), paper machine (2), finishing section (Off-line concept) (3),
winder (4) and roll handling (5). Dashed arrows indicate conveyer systems, which

carry the paper rolls from one section to another.
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derived models using empirical examples is common in management sciences.
Balancing between objectivity and usefulness is strongly present in this research,
too, and hence this research combines empirical data and assumptions with
theory, as Figure 1-6 illustrates.

Figure 1-6. Different research paradigms and positioning of the research (red figure).

The decision-making methodological paradigm is mainly utilised in this work,
and the desired output result is a normative model. However, lack of objective
measurements of the research problem hinders the use of the decision-making
methodological paradigm and therefore other paradigms are needed to define an
exact model of the problem with the aid of earlier empirical research as well as
subjective knowledge. Furthermore, the developed modelling framework is tested
with available empirical data and its usefulness is also tested with imagined, real-
like decision-making scenarios from the paper industry. The attempt to clarify the
research problem from the pragmatic point of view adds something of the action-
analytical and concept-analytical paradigms, while constructing the model using
empirical knowledge of paper production is really an example of the nomotetic
and constructive research paradigms. However, the lack of reliable empirical data
limits the use of these research paradigms.

1.5.  Research Structure

Since this research attempts to follow closely the decision-making
methodological paradigm, the structure of the thesis follows the typical structure
of a research on decision-making methodology (Olkkonen 1994, pp. 70-71).
Figure 1-7 presents the structure of the research as well as the balance between
theory and practice in the different chapters.
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Figure 2-9. Factors and area considered for building up costs over a mill’s or a
machine’s life cycle (Kelly 1984, p. 3).

The level of a paper production line’s technology, especially automation, directly
affects the number of required production and maintenance personnel as well as
the production line’s energy consumption. Figure 2-10 shows paper production
cost structures in Finland in years 1990 and 2003 according to the Finnish Paper
Industry (2006, adapted from Table 6.2, p. 40) report.

Figure 2-10. Paper production cost structures (adapted from the Finnish Paper Industry
2006, p. 40).

Despite what is claimed elsewhere (The Finnish Paper Industry 2006, p. 38),
these figures are not exactly comparable due to differences in accounting
practices, paper companies’ internal reporting principles or human factors. More
recent data would be welcome, but unfortunately this data is practically the only
data publicly available. Still, these figures give some indication of the cost
structures in the industry and they also indicate the development trend in the
field. Table 2-1 shows the exact figures adapted from the Finnish Paper Industry
(2006, p. 40), with the exception of the corrections made to figures. Original
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The terotechnology philosophy introduced earlier, together with remarks by
Mardon et al. (1991, p. 90), Sherwin (1999, pp. 241-242) and Chan et al. (2003,
p. 72), suggest that the pursuit of paper production line economic efficiency and
profitability suppresses technical and operational cost factors per se. In other
words, making profit counts much more than reducing costs. This rationale may
easily be noticed in Figure 2-15, which shows that a 10 % increase in production
brings much more profit than a 10 % reduction in operating costs.

Figure 2-15. Cost reduction versus efficiency improvement profit curves (Mardon et al.
1991, p. 87).

Mardon et al. (1991, p. 91) argue that consultants and paper machine technology
suppliers do not share enough information with the mill crew and that
engineering design is sometimes inadequate for its purpose. Chan et al. (2003, p.
72) support this statement by mentioning blind acceptance of technology
suppliers’ inputs as one cause of maintenance problems. Coincidentally, after
sales activities provide a good feedback channel to technology suppliers and
allow them to learn about their products. As feedback information plays an
important role in directing paper machine technology development as well as
delivering paper machine maintenance contracts, obtaining and the ownership of
such feedback information becomes an important issue.

Chapter 2.3 has indicated some of the apparent difficulties in analysing paper
production line profitability from the point of view of different firms. Clearly, the
inherent life cycles of paper producers and technology suppliers are different as
the incentives of these firms are also different, but their contracting roles
repeatedly place them in the same decision-making situation. Hence, a tool is
needed to examine the decision-making accounting setting24 with empirical data,
which is temporarily significant for both parties. In this way both firms would be
able to grasp the total relationship between a supplier’s assets and its potential
effect on a buyer’s profitability.

24 Laskentatilanne in Finnish
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2.4.  Main Actors in Paper Industry

The need to produce paper for the market has been the driving force in paper
production technology development. In the past, paper companies developed
internally the technology they needed for paper production and hence technology
was considered much more as a core competence of paper companies, as
illustrated in Figure 2-16. Some firms may still deliver and manage the paper-
making activities introduced earlier even if nowadays the core competencies
seem to have become specialized.

Figure 2-16. Change in ownership of paper industry activities. The blue curve depicts
the current situation while the red, dashed arrow suggests one possible future

alternative.

Toivanen (2005, pp. 90-116) outlines the history of several firms in the paper
industry. The Finnish paper company Yhtyneet Paperitehtaat Oy, for example,
founded Jylhävaara Works in the year 1940 to focus on the manufacturing of
stock preparation equipment. Jylhävaara Works was acquired by Swedish tissue
producer SCA (2006) in 1987, but it eventually became part of Metso
Corporation in the merger of Valmet and Rauma-Repola in the late 1990’s
(Toivanen 2006, p. 100). Ahlström (2006), a global manufacturer of filters, wipes,
flooring, labels and tapes, developed and manufactured its production machinery
until competition drove Ahlström to outsource some of its functions. Ahlström’s
Karhula Works merged with Valmet in 1987 (Toivanen 2006, p. 93). Toivanen
(2006, p. 92) also mentions a joint venture pilot paper machine between Valmet
and Enso-Gutzeit in the 1970’s. German family-owned Voith (2006), now one of
the top paper machine technology suppliers, acted in the role of technology
supplier as early as 1848 in a joint venture with a paper company in building the
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between paper-based and on-line media to lead eventually to fairly modest
growth rates or a decline in the case of some graphic papers by the end of the
current decade.

A 3% growth in the world economy is expected through 2020, with an estimated
annual growth in North America and Western Europe of 2.7% and 2.2%,
respectively. China, Asia (excluding Japan) and Eastern Europe are expected to
grow annually by 5…7%. Li et al. (2006) provide supporting evidence of an
increase in paper demand in China, resulting from increasing income. According
to Pöyry’s report (Pöyry FIC 2006), there is a clear correlation between GDP and
paper consumption per capita, as Figure 2-18 illustrates. The relationship between
GDP and paper consumption per capita is valid between countries and with
respect to time. Low- and medium-income market areas with vast populations,
such as Asia-Pacific and Latin America, posses the biggest potential for long-
term growth in the paper industry.

Figure 2-18. Paper consumption and GDP per capita (Pöyry FIC 2006).

High transportation costs, for example, encourage firms to plan paper production
near the main consumer markets, and this seems to be one of the reasons for the
gradual shift in production to outside the traditional supply areas, e.g. North
America and Europe. The growth in Europe’s paper industry has been taking
place in both Eastern and Western Europe, implying heavy structural changes in
the European industry. Eastern Europe’s growth in production is expected to
depend partly on the Western European paper industry’s investment policy and
capacity management, while the production share of North America and Western
Europe is expected to decline from the current 55…56% to 44% by 2020. China,
the Middle East and the rest of Asia will be responsible for over 60% of global
incremental production during 2004-2020. Figure 2-19 illustrates the above
forecasts.
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21 shows, the work contribution has decreased and continues to do so. This
means that the volume of labour will decrease, and productivity as well as
profitability can be improved by measuring production cost structures objectively
and managing them more effectively by exploiting IT and optimisation models
(Söderman 2005) and by the formation of new co-operation agreements. The
paper industry has conventionally tried to avoid forceful actions in decreasing the
volume of labour, which may be an unavoidable option in the current economic
situation.

Figure 2-21. Annual total productivity of paper industry by country (Index 1985 = 100,
branch 211, i.e. pulp, paper and carton production). (The Finnish Paper Industry

2006, p. 51)

The development of new business opportunities and technological innovations are
seen as crucially important in the field. These require investing in research and
technology development (RTD) in several sectors (Brunila 2006). The paper
industry should also develop new products with higher added value (The Finnish
Paper Industry 2006, pp. 87-92). Tissue business, a specialised part of the paper
industry, adapted very well to this philosophy at an early phase. For example,
Finland-based Metsä Tissue is dynamically developing consumer goods for
households and industrial, institutional and commercial consumers. One of their
brands, Katrin (2006), offers several services to make the everyday live of private
and industrial consumers easier. Hence, Metsä Tissue seems to be positioning
itself as a provider of hygiene solutions rather than as a producer of tissue paper.

Market development in the paper industry was discussed in chapter 2.5. The
development seems to be segmented as the emerging markets in Asia are growing
fast while Europe and North America are maturing. This is forcing both paper
companies and technology suppliers to decide where and how they will operate.
The issues discussed in this chapter are not in the main focus of this thesis, but as
long as anywhere in the world there is contracting over paper production process
inputs, there will be a need to measure the relationship between investments and
profits.
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development seems to be segmented as the emerging markets in Asia are growing
fast while Europe and North America are maturing. This is forcing both paper
companies and technology suppliers to decide where and how they will operate.
The issues discussed in this chapter are not in the main focus of this thesis, but as
long as anywhere in the world there is contracting over paper production process
inputs, there will be a need to measure the relationship between investments and
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business model for achieving delivery of the fundamental activities of a paper
mill with a network of vertically and laterally separate firms (Kuusisto et al.
2005, p. 54).

Figure 2-26. New business models in mill service and maintenance (Kuusisto et al.
2005, p. 54). Both actors, Global equipment supplier (e.g. paper machine

technology supplier) and Global industrial full-service firm can co-exist and
compete in the same markets.

The concept in Figure 2-26 seems to make good sense, given the earlier
requirements for managing paper mill main activities and the core assets of firms
(Hart and Moore 1990, pp. 1141-1150). Managing paper industry activities calls
for a global (Kandampully 2003, p. 443) and wide-ranging knowledge of the
local production processes of paper mills, knowledge of their maintenance
activities and knowledge of suitable machine components for them, thus limiting
the number of firms capable of offering such services. The needed activities
mainly concern

Paper mill production and operation

After sales activities

 Maintenance

 Spare parts operations

 Roll service

 Process improvements

Production activities are truly the core assets of paper companies. Firms capable
of providing the remaining services are paper machine technology suppliers
(spare parts, roll service and process improvements) together with their contractor
networks (Herbig and O’Hara 1994) and multi-discipline service firms
(maintenance), both competing in the same markets with quite different core
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feasible production plan f’(z) and hence the above example is relevant. However,
these measurement pitfalls can be avoided if the non-technology-related
production line downtimes are separated from technology-related availability
problems. Net sales, another system parameter, is a product of produced tonnes
and paper sales price, which in practice is the annual customer price for specific
paper per tonne. In the notation of (Eq. 4-2), net sales equals the expression pf(z).

Finally, output parameters of the model are the produced paper tonnes and annual
life cycle profits introduced earlier. Annual life cycle profit is given as a sum of
the parameters net sales (positive, all other parameters are negative), SGA, energy
and direct production costs and accounts for the whole expression of (Eq. 4-2),
i.e. zwzpf )( . Since the inputs do not consider depreciation and other
accounting instruments, the LCP parameter practically equals operating profit
(OP) in the firm’s income statement. In conclusion, the production function
considers annual input –output mappings and their economic efficiency, and these
parameters can be altered outside the model and then iterated to simulate the
temporal evolution of the paper production line life cycle.

Constructing the mathematical modelling framework in chapter 4.1 has mainly
involved development of the specific model to characterise profitability analysis
in paper production. However, the modelling framework has evolved on the side
by placing the model developer in the role of the paper producer’s decision-
maker. Figure 4-2 illustrates the relationship between the modelling framework
and a specific model.

Figure 4-2. Relationship between modelling framework and the model.

Figure 4-2 shows that the decision-maker takes responsibility for developing a
specific model for a specific decision-making problem as well as for choosing
appropriate parameters and their values. Hence, the modelling framework simply
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instructs the decision-maker in analysing profitability in the field of application
and proposes of the OR approach, one of the modelling approaches introduced in
chapter 3, for constructing the model. The decision-maker, however, needs to
define the dependencies between input, output and possibly the model’s internal
parameters to obtain the desired model. It should also be noted that when
alternative contracting strategies are compared, the feasibility of parameter values
needs to be judged by the decision-maker – not the model. Next, in chapter 4.2,
parameter dependencies are defined for the paper production process.

4.2.  Dependencies Between Parameters – The Specific Model

The relationship between inputs zi and output y is characterised by production
function f . This dependency is here characterised by the mathematical model,
presented in Figure 4-3.

Figure 4-3. Mathematical model.

The presented model is linear, i.e. all relationships between connected parameters
of Figure 4-3 have linear dependencies, and all connections are forward
connections, which means that the left-hand parameters affect right-hand
parameter values (if connected) but not vice versa. Equations for the model’s
internal parameters are presented next.

All computable parameters in the equations related to the model are denoted by
the subscript Model to distinguish them from other equations. There are only four
computable parameters, namely production line availability, produced paper
tonnes, net sales and annual life cycle profit. As shown in Figure 4-3, ei and wi
denote the efficiency and associated cost for parameter i when appropriate.
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Table 4-3. Sensitivity analysis for acceptable parameter efficiencies e4, e5, e6 and e7,
range (1, …, 0).

Value of single input parameter

1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0

1 1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0

2 1 0.81 0.64 0.49 0.36 0.25 0.16 0.09 0.04 0.01 0

3 1 0.729 0.512 0.343 0.216 0.125 0.064 0.027 0.008 0.001 0
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4 1 0.6561 0.4096 0.2401 0.1296 0.0625 0.0256 0.0081 0.0016 0.0001 0

Values shown at the top of Table 4-3 are the input parameter efficiencies e4, e5, e6
and e7. Respectively, the elements of Table 4-3 represent the resulting production
line availability when one, two, three or four of the input parameter efficiencies
e4, e5, e6 and e7 are simultaneously assigned the same value in the range between
(1,…, 0) with 10 % decrements. Unacceptable availability values (those < 0.9)
are marked in red, thus showing that only one parameter value could be changed
by 10 %. The same effect is also presented in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4. Sensitivity analysis for acceptable parameter efficiencies e4, e5, e6 and e7.
The green triangle in the upper left corner of the figure represents acceptable input

values.
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As Table 4-3 and Figure 4-4 show, the model user needs to present input
efficiencies on a very fine scale. Focusing on the top left corner of Figure 4-4,
Table 4-4 shows sensitivity analysis for the same parameters using a range of
(1,..,0.9).

Table 4-4. Sensitivity analysis for acceptable parameter efficiencies e4, e5, e6 and e7,
range (1, …, 0.9)

Value of single input parameter

1 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.9

1 1 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.9

2 1 0.9801 0.9604 0.9409 0.9216 0.9025 0.8836 0.8649 0.8464 0.8281 0.81

3 1 0.9703 0.9412 0.9127 0.8847 0.8574 0.8306 0.8044 0.7787 0.7536 0.729

N
um
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r o

f c
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ng
ed
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pu

t p
ar
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et

er
s

4 1 0.9606 0.9224 0.8853 0.8493 0.8145 0.7807 0.7481 0.7164 0.6857 0.6561

Elements of Table 4-4 represent resulting production line availability when one,
two, three or four of the input parameter efficiencies e4, e5, e6 and e7 are
simultaneously assigned the same value in the range between (1,…, 0.9) with 1 %
decrements. Unacceptable availability values (those < 0.9) are marked in red, thus
showing that all parameter values can be changed by 1 % decrements. The same
effect can also be seen in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5. Sensitivity analysis for acceptable parameter efficiencies e4, e5, e6 and e7,
input value range (1, …, 0.9). The green triangle represents acceptable input

values.

In the validation process, only small parameter values were used to keep the
availability parameter at an acceptable level with respect to the real process.
Using small increments and decrements in the input efficiencies was difficult at
first, but quite soon the experts and decision-makers learned to alter them
appropriately to characterise changes in the real process. The real process
counterparts for these efficiencies were difficult to define, but comprehending the
significance of these beliefs as well as then using them proved to be quite easy.

Validation step 4 on page 78 can only be achieved if the developed model is put
to active use, and records of modelling and actual results can later be used for
refining the model.

4.4.  Summary

The possibility to validate the model with several paper production lines’
empirical data was a great opportunity. The results suggested that the developed
model works very well under the used assumptions. The difference between
realised paper companies’ annual profits and the annual profit computed with the
model was between 1…2 %. Also the availabilities of the actual production lines
were close to those computed by the model, with errors less than 1 % (for
example: model availability 91 % - actual 91,7 %).
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Figure 4-6 represents the dependency between paper production line availability
and profitability in the model.

Figure 4-6. Dependency between paper production line availability and profitability.

As Figure 4-6 shows, the linearity of the model causes it to react quite
dramatically to availability changes, mainly because production line availability
directly limits produced tonnes and hence lowers net income. Availability
problems are not assumed to reduce input expenditures although they do depend
on each other when examined at a more accurate level of detail. Thus the model
assumes that variable costs remain constant even though production line
unavailability causes loss of production. Under this assumption, the production
technology exhibits constant returns to scale in terms of production line technical
availability, but the input efficiencies ei now play an essential role in productivity
instead of input levels. Furthermore, the model values have been validated in
Finland and several input costs are different in other market areas. In conclusion,
the linear model imitates the real-world quite well even though linear models and
averages tend to obscure the nuances of the real-world (Fogelholm 2000, pp. 17,
44).

The validation process above also partially confirms that the modelling
framework is useful in the managerial decision-making process. However, even
though the practitioners agreed that the model gives accurate predictions with
respect to the assumptions made, the validation process only considered a one-
year life cycle. Of course, the decision-maker takes responsibility for choosing
appropriate life cycle analysis length and chooses parameter values to represent
the real-world situation during this period. Still, evidence of the usefulness of the
modelling framework is the model which was achieved to characterise the real
process of a paper production line, but an extended validation process is needed
to validate that the framework can also be used during a managerial decision-
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Figure 5-2. Development of paper production line production curve during ten-year life
cycle.

The paper company might expect the productivity of a newly invested production
line to develop according to the solid black curve in Figure 5-2. Furthermore,
they might assume the rebuild at year 6 to increase annual production capacity
according to the dashed curve. However, poor technical availability of the
production line would reduce the annual production from the theoretical levels. It
is important to notice that the technology supplier does not guarantee availability
of the production line or production capabilities - only possible manufacturing
defects are covered by warranty. The “realised” production curve illustrated with
the red curve in Figure 5-2 thus points out the significance of the production
line’s technical availability – without capable inputs it is not possible to make the
most out of the technology.

Accordingly, net sales pf(z) t
Model  depends on produced paper tonnes y t

Model  and the
sales price of paper p

t
Model

t
Model ypzpf )( .53           (Eq.  5-4)

Finally, the annual life cycle profit is then given by

t
Model

t
Model

t
Model

t
Model zwzpfLCP )( ,        (Eq.  5-5)

where vector z is a unity vector.

53 For convenience, paper sales price is denoted by just p instead of pModel as there is no chance of
misinterpretation.
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Figure 5-6. Development of expertise and availability (left figure) and annual
productivity and profitability (right figure) in paper production line life cycle in

partnership strategy.

The expertise level is very high in this strategy. This is understandable given the
assumptions that both firms are expected to participate in the production line’s
development. Production line technical availability, however, fluctuates more
than might be anticipated a priori. Still, the variation has quite low magnitude,
thus making it a more or less “noisy” development trend. Production levels also
seem to develop quite efficiently with some minor setbacks, which supports
development of profits. Unlike in the two earlier strategies, intellectual assets are
now appreciated, too and hence partnering strategy focuses on achieving
availability with anticipated costs. Most importantly, the technology supplier now
has an option to alter some of the assets to achieve scale advantages in its
production activities. Overall, the model parameters used do not fluctuate as
much as in the other strategies. However, partnering strategy also increases the
risk of the supplier.

5.4.  Summary – Can the Modelling Framework be Utilised in
Practice?

This chapter discussed the usefulness of the developed modelling framework in
supporting the strategic decision-making process of choosing the most profitable
contracting strategy for the paper-making process in a ten-year life cycle. In
addition, the validity of the assumptions used in comparing the contracting
strategies is evaluated next in terms of plausibility as well as validation
parameters.

Assumably, paper companies wish to utilise their Installed Base according to
their annually budgeted production plan. Production plans depend, first and
foremost, on the paper grade and production technology which are characterised
in the input parameter “technology”. This technological productivity can be
compromised by poor production line availability resulting from inadequacies in
different production process inputs. Hence, availability should be seen as an
equally important factor to the paper company as technology. Annual
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foremost, on the paper grade and production technology which are characterised
in the input parameter “technology”. This technological productivity can be
compromised by poor production line availability resulting from inadequacies in
different production process inputs. Hence, availability should be seen as an
equally important factor to the paper company as technology. Annual
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availabilities achieved in the different strategies with the assumptions and
calculations of chapters 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 are depicted in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-7. Development of availability within the ten-year life cycle in different
contracting strategies.

As Figure 5-7 shows, all strategies seem to fluctuate with the test data over the
production line’s life cycle. The difference between competitive bidding and co-
operation is not very significant, and the difference between the average
availabilities of these two strategies is quite small. In contrast, partnership
strategy provides annually at least as good availability as the other two strategies
and its average availability is also much better than that of the other two. The
average efficiency levels of input parameters as well as computed availabilities of
the compared contracting strategies over the ten-year life cycle are shown in
Table 5-10.

Table 5-10. Average efficiency levels and availabilities in different contracting
strategies.

STRATEGY AVG( 4e ) AVG( 5e ) AVG( 6e ) AVG( 7e ) AVG(A t
Model )

Competitive bidding 0.9840 0.9710 0.9990 0.9745 0.9301
Co-operation 0.9830 0.9705 0.9990 0.9745 0.9287
Partnership 0.9865 0.9730 0.9991 0.9855 0.9450

The computed differences in availability between the different strategies mainly
result from differences in the input parameter efficiency values e4 (consumed
parts), e5 (maintenance) and e7 (expertise). For example, better values of e7
characterise the firms’ willingness to continuously give their share of the
information that is expected to improve both firms’ profitability. The magnitude
of changes in the efficiencies can, however, be argued. Furthermore, the model
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linearity also emphasises the effect of changes in the input parameter values. Still,
all equations and starting values are given in the calculations and are thus
available for further discussion and improvements in later research. In fact, this
aspect of the modelling framework facilitates observability of efforts and profits
due to contracting terms by providing a way to disclose relevant expectations of
costs and efficiencies in the contract.

Increasing technological change seems to discourage using complex contracts
(Poppo and Zenger 2002). Hence, managers may lose confidence in contracts
when risks become particularly severe. In paper production the financial risks are
considerable and thus firms wish to withhold the control rights to their core
assets. Core competencies are actually spread in quite a natural way in the
competitive bidding strategy, but there is redundancy in the firms’ organisations.
In contrast, co-operation strategy does not really provide any advantage to the
technology supplier, because its rivals can also make similar contracts with the
paper company. The only firm benefiting from co-operation, in the assumptions
considered here, is the paper company, which can bargain for certain input prices
even on the corporate-level. Hence, the co-operation does not (contractually)
support development of trust or expertise at the production line level. Still, good
relationships and trust between the firms do not need a contractual solution, as
good relationships and trust can equally exist in competitive bidding and co-
operation strategy. On the other hand, the involved risks act as an entry barrier to
firms wishing to integrate forward; for example, to a technology supplier who
wishes to assume control over maintenance. In fact, partnerships are usually
considered as entry barriers, but as Eerola and Määttänen (2003) conclude,
banning partnerships posts an entry barrier, too. Free entry assumption should
hold, as well, when there are at least two firms in the markets capable of
competing with similar assets. Figure 5-8 shows the development of direct annual
production costs in the different contracting strategies.

Figure 5-8. Development of direct production costs within the ten-year life cycle in
different contracting strategies.
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Figure 5-9. Development of produced tonnes within the ten-year life cycle in different
contracting strategies.

Clearly, partnership strategy yields the highest tonnes over the ten-year period.
Direct production costs, produced tonnes and profits over the ten-year life cycle
in partnering strategy (from Table 5-9) are 1240 MEUR, 2 999 314.23 tonnes and
109.519971 MEUR. The respective figures for co-operation strategy are 1214.15
MEUR, 2 947 462 tonnes and 99.073375 MEUR. Hence, the production cost
difference is 25.85 MEUR in favour of co-operation strategy for the ten-year
period. Annual test data productivity figures are presented in Table 5-12.

Table 5-12. Development of annual production in different contracting strategies using
the test data.

YEAR COMPETITIVE BIDDING CO-OPERATION PARTNERSHIP
1 279 300 279 300 279 300
2 294 761.25 294 761.25 294 761.25
3 291 132.23 289 631.55 300 230.11
4 289 113.11 289 113.11 296 603.09
5 290 319.92 284 395.02 294 817.15
6 289 745.15 289 745.16 296 031.81
7 296 587.20 296 587.20 305 807.04
8 304 326.75 304 326.75 310 585.27
9 305 887.40 309 016.66 309 016.66
10 310 585.28 310 585.28 312 161.85
Total (tonnes): 2 951 758 2 947 462 2 999 314.23

On the other hand, partnering strategy produces 51 852.255 tonnes more sellable
paper than co-operation strategy, and yields 109.519971 MEUR ten-year profit
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for the paper production line. The profitability development of the three strategies
is presented in Figure 5-10.

Figure 5-10. Development of profitability within the ten-year life cycle in different
contracting strategies.

It can easily be noticed from Figure 5-10 that competitive bidding and co-
operation strategies yield higher profits at early states in the production line’s life
cycle using the test data. However, the average profitability in a partnership
strategy is better, due to better allocation of resources and stronger commitment
to long-term development. Market development and other inputs (raw materials,
for example) create fluctuations in the actual management of daily activities in
the real-world and hence set challenges for resource management. Profitability
figures are shown in Table 5-13.

Table 5-13. Development of profitability in different contracting strategies using the
test data.

YEAR COMPETITIVE BIDDING CO-OPERATION PARTNERSHIP
1 4.26 4.26 0.51
2 14.082875 14.682875 11.332875
3 11.692561 11.242084 15.161079
4 9.779179 10.679179 12.622163
5 10.32394 7.076513 11.372006
6 8.7216036 9.521603 12.222269
7 4.16104 4.36104 9.064928
8 9.828725 9.928725 12.409692
9 10.921179 13.111664 11.311664
10 14.009693 14.209692 13.513295
Total (MEUR): 97.7807956 99.073375 109.519971
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studied, the term general-purpose technology cannot be used in its most obvious
meaning. Instead, whereas co-operation strategy acts as a cost-based safeguard
for the paper company, partnership strategy would provide a safeguard for the
technology supplier to manage the technical assets with a wider control over
assets. Partnership strategy is expected to decrease transaction costs and thus
encourage the technology supplier to integrate forward.

Measurement, modelling and comparing the development of profits in the
alternative contracting strategies are very difficult tasks. However, the modelling
framework has proven to have potential in solving some of these problems; the
validation process of chapter 4.3 suggests that the annual predictions given by the
paper production model are very accurate and that the model reacts to changes in
input values realistically. Still, choosing the input parameter efficiency values
correctly to characterise “reality” is very difficult, and the linear model might
react too strongly to some changes in the inputs. Some guidelines to estimate the
effects of the input parameter efficiency values on production line availability and
profitability can be obtained by applying a similar sensitivity analysis as above in
chapter 4.3. For example, by choosing efficiency values of input parameter z7
(expertise) under study and decreasing annual efficiency values e7 by 1 % from
those in Table 5-7 while holding cost levels and other input parameter values
unchanged should indicate the direction and magnitude of changes on production
line availability and profitability. Table 5-14 shows the efficiency values for the
sensitivity analysis.

Table 5-14. Sensitivity analysis applied on partnership strategy; input efficiency values
for parameter e7 are decreased by 1 % compared to those in Table 5-8.

YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Paper
price

700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700 700

Pd 300 000 315 000 315 800 315 800 315 800 315 800 320 000 325 000 325 000 325 000
e1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

e2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
e3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

e4 1 1 0.99 0.98 0.975 0.975 0.99 0.99 0.985 0.98

e5 0.95 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.975 0.98 0.98 0.985 0.98 0.99
e6 1 1 1 0.998 0.997 0.996 1 1 1 1

e7 0.97 0.975 0.98 0.98 0.975 0.975 0.975 0.97 0.975 0.98

Production and profitability values computed from the sensitivity analysis values
are shown in Table 5-15 for a ten-year life cycle.
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Table 5-15. Production line production and profitability values computed from the
sensitivity analysis values during a ten-year life cycle.

YEAR pd t W(y t
Model ) A t

Model Y t
Model LCP t

Model

1 300 000 -120 MEUR 0.9215 276 450 - 1.485000 MEUR
2 315 000 -120 MEUR 0.9262 291 768.75   9.238125 MEUR
3 315 800 -120 MEUR 0.9411 297 197.49 13.038239 MEUR
4 315 800 -120 MEUR 0.9297 293 607.1 10.524969 MEUR
5 315 800 -120 MEUR 0.9241 291 824.08   9.276858 MEUR
6 315 800 -120 MEUR 0.9279 293 026.41 10.118490 MEUR
7 320 000 -130 MEUR 0.9459 302 702.40   6.891680 MEUR
8 325 000 -130 MEUR 0.9459 307 416.04 10.191226 MEUR
9 325 000 -130 MEUR 0.9412 305 879.44   9.115606 MEUR

10 325 000 -130 MEUR 0.9508 309 008.70 11.306090 MEUR

Compared with the average efficiency levels shown above in Table 5-10, a 1 %
change in the annual efficiency values e7 changes the average efficiency of e7 and
ten-year average availability quite dramatically, as Table 5-16 shows.

Table 5-16. Average efficiency levels and availabilities in different contracting
strategies.

STRATEGY AVG( 4e ) AVG( 5e ) AVG( 6e ) AVG( 7e ) AVG(A t
Model )

Competitive bidding 0.9840 0.9710 0.9990 0.9745 0.9301
Co-operation 0.9830 0.9705 0.9990 0.9745 0.9287
Partnership 0.9865 0.9730 0.9991 0.9855 0.9450
Partnership
(sensitivity analysis)

0.9865 0.9730 0.9991 0.9755 0.9354

Direct production costs remain at 1240 MEUR, but by using sensitivity analysis
efficiency values (from Table 5-15) partnering strategy yields a total of
2 968 880.41 tonnes of paper and 88.2163 MEUR profits over the ten-year life
cycle, respectively. This means that the rather small change in the input value
efficiencies results in a 21 MEUR loss of profit over a ten-year life cycle when
compared with the original partnership strategy results shown above in Table 5-
13. The above sensitivity analysis results hence points out the central weak point
of the model; it is very difficult for the decision-maker to distinguish a 1 %
difference in the efficiency of crew expertise in the real process, while this small
change influences expected life cycle profits in a dramatic way.

Even though the above trial scenarios suggest that the modelling framework is
useful in practice, its validation process is not as sufficient as for the paper
production model in chapter 4.3. The above trial strategies also left one important
real-world scenario untreated; the developed model cannot be used for analysing
a situation where a paper company would like to have more than one supplier for
any of the defined model inputs. Still, the modelling framework helps decision-
makers to modify the model so that the number of inputs meets the purpose of
analysis. Distinguishing transaction costs from the data is also very difficult and
hence no specific analyses of transaction costs have been presented in this thesis.
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production line as well as the efficacy of other production function inputs dictate
the economic outcomes – be they good or bad.

The modelling framework developed in chapter 4 provides a model for
numerically presenting annual paper production line efficiencies and costs at the
production line level. Hence, the target of the research – development of a
mathematical modelling framework for analysing alternative contracting
strategies to support managerial decision-making - was achieved.  The model
itself does not comprise anything new, per se, but the case-specific parameter
selection and way to model the real-world problem constitute a new way to
evaluate financial and physical dependencies between different production inputs
and outputs. Figure 6-1 illustrates the developed model’s significance as a tool in
managerial decision-making.

Figure 6-1. Significance of developed modelling framework in managerial decision-
making.

Figure 6-1 shows how the two different viewpoints – managerial and modelling –
are dependent on each other; the managerial viewpoint places the decision-maker
facing a decision-making accounting setting, possibly comprising diverse
parameters and ambitions. The decision-maker then needs to define the decision
parameter, i.e. define the decision criteria for choosing between alternative
choices.

Managers quite often choose renowned monetary decision criteria, and firms’
financial statements are good examples of models that measure the economic
superiority of different decisions. The problem with purely economic models is
that they tend to ignore underlying assumptions and (in)direct effects of other
inputs. The developed modelling methodology allows the decision-maker
(possibly with the help of other resources) to develop a tailor-made model for the
decision problem, which considers all parameters that are considered relevant.
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Appendix

Developed Matlab© functions for in the thesis to implement mathematical model of
Figure 4-3.

function [availability, price_of_availability, produced_paper_tonnes,
direct_production_costs, paper_quality, net_sales,
Annual_Life_Cycle_Profit] = vaikkari_main_new(input_efficiencies,
input_prices);

% Doctoral thesis algorithm, a mapping between paper-making process
inputs and outputs.
% (C) Juha-Pekka Koskinen, Tampere University of Technology
% 02.10.2006

% INPUTS (9 inputs, each input parameter has the following
attributes; efficiency (when applicable), price (>0 if brings money
to system, <0 if a cost), and weight, e.g., significance of input to
process)
% input_efficiencies - vector of input parameter efficiency values
% input_prices       - vector of input parameter price values
% INPUT parameters (in this order!) are:
%   - paper_price       - market price of specific paper grade,
annual average (price_paper, w_paper)
%   - production_plan   - desired annual (theoretical) production
capacity of the production line for a certain paper grade (scalar/
tonnes)
%   - SGA               - annual overhead production line costs
(price_SGA, w_SGA)
%   - energy            - annual energy price (price_energy,
w_energy)
%   - raw_materials     - annual raw_materials quality and price
(eff_raw_materials, price_raw_materials, w_raw_materials)
%   - parts             - annually consumed spare parts mounted to
machines and their quality (eff_parts, price_parts, w_parts)
%   - maintenance       - annual maintenance goodness and price
(eff_maintenance, price_maintenance, w_maintenance)
%   - technology        - annual technology efficiency and respective
price, e.g., technology annual life cycle cost (eff_technology,
price_technology, w_technology)
%   - expertise         - personnel expertise annually
(eff_expertise, price_expertise, w_expertise)

% OBSERVABLES_1 1st layer (internal system parameter having the
following attributes; efficiency, price, and weighting coefficient)
%   - availability
%   - price_of_availability

% OBSERVABLES_2 2nd layer (internal system parameter having the
following attributes; tonnes, price, quality, and weighting
coefficient)
%   - produced_paper_tonnes
%   - direct_production_costs
%   - paper_quality

% OBSERVABLES_3 3rd layer (internal system parameter having the
following attributes; efficiency, price, and weighting coefficient)
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Appendix

Developed Matlab© functions for in the thesis to implement mathematical model of
Figure 4-3.

function [availability, price_of_availability, produced_paper_tonnes,
direct_production_costs, paper_quality, net_sales,
Annual_Life_Cycle_Profit] = vaikkari_main_new(input_efficiencies,
input_prices);

% Doctoral thesis algorithm, a mapping between paper-making process
inputs and outputs.
% (C) Juha-Pekka Koskinen, Tampere University of Technology
% 02.10.2006

% INPUTS (9 inputs, each input parameter has the following
attributes; efficiency (when applicable), price (>0 if brings money
to system, <0 if a cost), and weight, e.g., significance of input to
process)
% input_efficiencies - vector of input parameter efficiency values
% input_prices       - vector of input parameter price values
% INPUT parameters (in this order!) are:
%   - paper_price       - market price of specific paper grade,
annual average (price_paper, w_paper)
%   - production_plan   - desired annual (theoretical) production
capacity of the production line for a certain paper grade (scalar/
tonnes)
%   - SGA               - annual overhead production line costs
(price_SGA, w_SGA)
%   - energy            - annual energy price (price_energy,
w_energy)
%   - raw_materials     - annual raw_materials quality and price
(eff_raw_materials, price_raw_materials, w_raw_materials)
%   - parts             - annually consumed spare parts mounted to
machines and their quality (eff_parts, price_parts, w_parts)
%   - maintenance       - annual maintenance goodness and price
(eff_maintenance, price_maintenance, w_maintenance)
%   - technology        - annual technology efficiency and respective
price, e.g., technology annual life cycle cost (eff_technology,
price_technology, w_technology)
%   - expertise         - personnel expertise annually
(eff_expertise, price_expertise, w_expertise)

% OBSERVABLES_1 1st layer (internal system parameter having the
following attributes; efficiency, price, and weighting coefficient)
%   - availability
%   - price_of_availability

% OBSERVABLES_2 2nd layer (internal system parameter having the
following attributes; tonnes, price, quality, and weighting
coefficient)
%   - produced_paper_tonnes
%   - direct_production_costs
%   - paper_quality

% OBSERVABLES_3 3rd layer (internal system parameter having the
following attributes; efficiency, price, and weighting coefficient)
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%   - net_sales     - how much money (euros) can be earned with
certain amount of paper tonnes produced of certain quality in
response to the given inputs (price_net_sales, w_net_sales)

% OUTPUTS (scalar)
% Life_Cycle_Profit           - life cycle profit (respective to
input)
%--------------------------------------------------------------------
------

% Make sure inputs are column vectors and display them as rows
input_efficiencies = input_efficiencies(:);
input_prices = input_prices(:);

disp('INPUTS: Paper sales price | Production plan (tonnes/ year)| SGA
| Energy | Raw materials | Consumed parts | Maintenance | Technology
| Expertise')
Input_parameter_efficiencies = input_efficiencies.'
Input_parameter_prices = input_prices.'

% OBSERVABLES_1 1st layer computing
 availability = 0; % initial values
 price_of_availability = 0; % initial values

% Compute parameter values
% Efficiencies (no weighting!)

    availability = prod([input_efficiencies(6) input_efficiencies(7)
input_efficiencies(8) input_efficiencies(9)]);

% Prices (+ for incoming money, - for costs, no weighting used!)
    price_of_availability = sum([input_prices(6) input_prices(7)
input_prices(8) input_prices(9)]);

% OBSERVABLES_2 2nd layer computing
 produced_paper_tonnes = 0;
 direct_production_costs = 0;
 paper_quality = 0;

% Compute parameter values
% Efficiencies (no weighting!)

    produced_paper_tonnes = prod([input_efficiencies(2)
input_efficiencies(5) availability]); % paper production/ tonnes

% Prices (+ for incoming money, - for costs, no weighting used!)
    direct_production_costs = sum([input_prices(2) input_prices(5)
price_of_availability]); % price of paper production/ tonne exc.
energy

% Quality
    paper_quality = prod([availability]); % quality factor of paper

% OBSERVABLES_3 3rd layer computing
net_sales = 0;

% Compute parameter values
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% OBSERVABLES_3 3rd layer computing
net_sales = 0;

% Compute parameter values
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    net_sales = prod([input_prices(1) produced_paper_tonnes]); % net
sales income/ euros

% OUTPUTS (scalar)
 Annual_Life_Cycle_Profit = 0; % initial value

% Compute parameter values
% Efficiencies (no weighting!)

    Annual_Life_Cycle_Profit = sum([net_sales input_prices(3)
input_prices(4) direct_production_costs]);

return
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    net_sales = prod([input_prices(1) produced_paper_tonnes]); % net
sales income/ euros

% OUTPUTS (scalar)
 Annual_Life_Cycle_Profit = 0; % initial value

% Compute parameter values
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